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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective

The objective of this study is to investigate the possibilities

of industrial development of the countries of Africain the field of

engineering industries comprising the production of structural engineer

ing and metal products, machinery other than electrical, transport'

equipment, and electrical, machinery, apparatus and app.Id ancee ,

T~ enable this to be attempted it is necessary to s~rv~y 'existing

engineering industries ill the countries' of the Region,the demand of

each country of the various engineering commodities, its capabilities

and the possibility of establishing plants for the production of such

commodities for national markets, on an area basis (covering the needs

of two or more adjacent'countries), on a sub-regional or regional basis,

or for such markets plus exports. The survey will necesslirily touch

upon infra-structure and some technological and cost aspects.

1.2 Background Information

Under this heading will be given some data relative to the indiv:~

dual countries of the Region and which affect their economic and'indus

trial development and in turn the possibility of establishing engineer

ing industries in them.

Referenoe should be made to the map of Africa given on page 1 and

to TablesI.1 to 1.4 given on pages 4 to 71 of PP~T II of the paper 1/
The tables give general indicators for th~ countries of the Region,

arranged under the four Sub~regions to' whioh the Region has been sub

divided. The data are approximate and those relating to the East African

~'he map and some figures, tables and aJi' annex have been used, for this
paper and for another paper on "Electrotechnical Engineering Industries
in the East African Sub-region" and their numbering arranged to suit
the two papers.



4. Kenya

6. Tanzania

8. Rwanda

10. Zambia

12. Malagasy Republic

14. Reunion
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,Sub-region are for the year 1963 while those relating'to'the' other three

sub-regions are for 1961,'but they will serve the pu~po~e for which they

are intended;

1.2.1 The African Region

The African Region dealt with covers 40 countries" and has, been

subdivided on a geographic basis into four sub-regions'

(i) 'The Eas,t African Sub-region, comprising'

1. Ethiopia 2. French Somaliland

3. Somali Republic

5. Uganda

7. Burundi

9. Malawi

1f. Rhodesia

13. 'Mauritius

(ii) The North African Sub-region, comprising'

1. Moroooo 2. Algeria

,,

"'"
•

3. Tunisia

5. The United Arab
Republio

4. Libya

6. The Sudan

(iii) The West African Sub-region, comprising:

1- Nigeria 2. Togo

3. Ghana 4. Dahomey

5· Niger 6. Mali

7. Upper Volta 8. Ivory Coast

9. Guinea 10. Senegal

11 . Mauritania 12 i Sierra Leone

13. Liberia 14. Gambia

(iv) The Central African Sub-region, comprising:

1 • Congo (D.R.) 2. Congo (Braz. )

3. Gabon 4. Centrai African Republic

5· Chad 6. Cameroon.
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The total area of these 40 countries is 25~2 million square kilo

meters and their population in 1961 was about 235 million, giving an

average population of 9.4 persons per sq.km. However, the population

is very unevenly divided and vast areas are sparsely populated while

others are densely populated. For example, the Maghreb countries

occupy an area of 4.75 million sq.kms. and have a population of about

28 million, with an average of six persons per sq.km. But the greater

part of these countries is desert, with the population concentrated in

a small part of the area, which must be regarded as among the few. parts

of Africa whe"e there is an over-population problem.

The following table, giving the sizes of population of individual

countries in 1961, is indicative of sizes of national markets'

11 countries had populations belc'W2 million

8 " " " of 2-3 "
5 " II " " 3-4 u

5 u " " tt 4-6 "
4 " " " " 6-10 "
4 " " " tt 10-15 "
2 u .11 ' n " 28-30 "
1 " " " " about 36 million.

Eleven countri-es are land-locked .1( Their total area is 6.2 million

square kilometers, and their population was about 40 million in 1961.

There are no absolute criteria for the delineation of the sub-regions,

and ncieub-z-egi'on is a self-contained entity. In the West African Sub

regioh,c'some countries are nationally grouped together'

en

(ii)

( iii)

Nigeria with Niger and Dahomey, as well as Chad in the

Central African Sub-region;

Togo, Ghana, Ivcry Coast qnd Upper Volta;

Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Senegal, /[ali and

Mauritius.

11 Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, Chad, Central African Republic, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Zambia, Malawi and RhOdesia.
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Similarly, Morocco, Algiers, TuniSia and Libya in the North African

Sub-region are nationally grouped together. In the case of the East

African Sub-region, Ethiopia has perhaps closer ties .with the Sudan and

the UAR to the north than with countries to the south, whil.e the south

and east of Kat an ga (forming part of the central Africa,n ,Sub-region)'

should, in many respects, be regarded as par-t of the' East African

Sub-region.

,lhile it is recognized that f'or .different aspects of development

different graupi~gs of oountries are appropriate, the division of the

Region into the.four Sub.,.regions given above has been adopted in this

8tudy~ for convenience.

1.2.2 g.ES)SS DOI1!estio PL~£L~ct in the CountrieJ of th';' Region

T"bles 1.1 tc 1.4 giv8 data concerning the Gross Domes t LcT'roduc t

in the varicus countries of the Region, which ranges from $ 25 million

for French Somaliland and *57 million for Mauritania' to.$ 2,471 million

for Algeria and $ 4,150 fDr the UAR.

Of the 34 countries for which the GDP is given in the tables,

the per capit~ GDP was $ 50 Dr less for 6 countries, $ 51-100 for

15 countries, $ 101-200 for 8 countries and $ 200-250 for 4 countries.

Apart from the wide gap between expatriates and nationals in

income, there are also marked differences of income among Africans,

between rEral and urban population and among different urban groups.•

In Camero.oYJ tp-e income of cocoa gTowers in the south is estimated at

$ 177 p va , , that of cotton grower" in the n or th at $ ,08 p s a , and that

of the inhabitants of the mountain regions at $ 24.a. In Kenya,91%

of Africans and 86% of Ar-abs and Somali are in the below $ 55 p s.a,

bracket, while 92% of Europeans and 68% of Asiw1s are in the over $ 1,000

p s a , bracket. Per capita monetary product ranges from $700 in Nairobi

to $ '10 in the Northern Region of Kenya. The total per capita monetary

pr odr.c t for the whoI.e country is only j; 25 if Nairobi and Mombaea are

excluded.

•
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The result of the uneven distribution of wealth is that the majority

of the population of the countri~s of the Region have an income much

lower than the low per capita GDP indicated, being still in the sub

sistence economy and completely dependent on agriculture. This limits

the markets even more, particularly for engineering commodities. As

an example, of the 27 milli..on people in the common market of Kenya,

Uganda and Tanzania, only about 4 million have purchasing power for

consumer goods.

The share of manufacturing in the Gross Domestic Product is very

low indeed except for seven countries (Kenya, Congo (D.R.), Morocco,

Algeria, Tunisia, Libya and the UAR) in which it ranged from 10 to 15%"

Mauritius in which it was 19% and Rhodesia in which it reached 20.6%.

The economy of most of the countries of the Region is based on the

extraction and eA~ort of their natural resources, in which minerals

playa leading role, or on export of agricultural products. Ghana and

Sierra Leone occupy second and third place among the world diamond

producers. The bauxite deposits of Ghana have been assessed at 460 m.

tons or about 20% of the known world reserves. Liberia and Gabon both

have considerable reserves of good quality iron ore (63% Fe) and occupy

leading places among iron ore exporting countries. Zambia occupies

sixth place among world producers of copper (650,000 tons p,a.) and

Congo (D.R.)is among the important producers of non-ferrous metals.

Algeria and Libya export considerable quantities of crude petroleum.

102 ,JManpower

A major problem in industrialization in developing countries is

manpover , Tables 1.1 to 1.4 show that except for the UAR, third level

education in most countries of the Region is very inadequate. Moreover,

the few educated persons usually prefer law, humanities and politics to

science, engineering, applied economics and accounting, and they usually

take up government administrative posts rather than go into trade or

industry.
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As far as labour is concerned, most of ,the countries o f the Region

have very few indigencus workmen in the skilled lapour category a~d

above, although unskilled labour is plentiful. The productivity of,

labour is very low except on repetitive work, and ~etracts muoh of the

cost advantage of l~wlabour wages.

1.2.4 Transport

Transport systems in Africa are not well developed and are mostly

export oriented, working from the centres of producticn of exportable

raw materials outwards t ouar-ds the sea.

The railways have different gauges in the different countries of

the Region, and in some caseS even within the one country. The terrain

to be covered is generally diffiCUlt, construction costs and railway

charges are 2 to 3 times those,in Europe, and many railways are single

track. Chad and the Central African Republic have no railways as yet.

'Roads are likewise costly to construct and maintain and the road

networks are generally inadeQuate. The extreme case is Chad, which is

ill-served by its road network and is Virtually without a transp.ort

network for several months in the year.

'I'h o poor transport networks of most African countries result in

further limitation of the markets.

1.2.5 Attainment of Independence and Change of Patterns

The last 10 years witnessed the attainment of independence by 31

Af:t'icancountries, of which 17 became independent in. the year 1960 and

9 in the years 1961 to 1964.

Before independence, these countries w~re suppliers of primary

commodities and open markets for manufactured goods.

The years immediately before and after independence were in the

nature of a transition period during which imports and exports as well

as economic and industrial development were seriously affected.

t
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The attainment of independence has in all cases been accompanied

by new approaches to social, economic and industrial development ..

Economic planning has become the major catalyst for' independent economic

growth. The African countries are increasingly. interested in discover

ing and exploiting their ~atural resources and human potentialities,

and current development plans are fre~uently first steps to channel

scarce available resources towards strategic growing points' diversi

fication of farm produce and of exports, import substitution, raising

the rate of domestic capital formation, boosting the number of trained

local personnel, setting up of new industries and the processing. of

local raw materials. Changing patterns are to be expected, and past

developments cannot be taken as indicative of future trends.
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CHAPTER II

THE AVAILABLE DATA

This Chapter covers the data which it has been possible to obtain

within the'iimitedtime available relative to demand and local produc

tion of engineering. commodities in the countries of the Region, and

summarizes the findings and recommendations previously put forward as

a result of the surveys of industrial development carried out by ECA

Missions in the four Sub-regions and of the studies .conducted concerning

engineering industries in the East African Sub-region.

11.1 Data provided by the Economic Co~mission for Europe

The data provided by the BCE are as follows'

(i) The foo.b. value of exports to the various countries of Africa

in the years 1957, 1958, 1959 and 1960 from the USA, Japan,

the United Kingdom, Western Germany, France, Italy, Sweden,

Switzerland, Canada and the Netherlands, as being the major

exporting.countries of the West, figures of exports from

the Eastern European countries and China not being available.

The data are divided into those concerning Electrical Machinery,

Apparatus and Appliances - Tables 11.1 (1) to 11.1 (5) - and

those concerning Machinery other than Electrical - Tables 11.1

(6) to 11.1 (10). The data were given in detail for 12

individual countries of the Region and for three areas compris

ing10 countries for which data were grouped together for each

of the years in question (East Africa comprising Kenya, Uganda

and Tanganyika - the Rhodesias and Nyasaland now Zambia,

Rhodesia and Malawi - and the Equatorial Customs Union compris

ing Congo (Eraz.), Gabon, the Central African Republic and

Chad). Data were given in totals only for 6 individual

countries and for 8 countries grouped together in the West

African Customs Union (comprising Niger, Dahomey, Upper Volta,

Ivory Coast, Mali, Guinea, Senegal and Mauritania). No data

were given for French Somaliland and Cameroon, nor for Rwanda

and Burundi as the statistics for these two countries were

previously incornorated in those of the Congo (Leo.).

f

,
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(ii) ~he EeE ~lso gave the values of imports in each of the 'four

, Y8a1's1951' to 1960 as indicated by the countz-Les themselves

in their nat,tonal s tat i s td cs , iI'hesevalues are given c.i.f.

except for the' Rhod esd.e.s and Nyasa.Iand , in which case they

are given foo;b. Only partial detail i~ ,/$'iven in some inst,ances,

and. t'h~':totalvalueQf the ,-items. ';otdetailed is considerable

in relation to the. total value,of imports.

In some instances the values of 'total .iQports as, reported in the

national statistics are less than the exports from the 10 m~j~rexport~
ing countries" of, the I'estfor which fi€Mr~s havs been given b;rtheECE.

This may be due to differences in/the. timing of the statistical year, '

differences in statistical classification or inaccurac'y:In the case

of the Rhodesi.a!J, and Nyasaland the imports as. g:i.venpy' the"statistics

of the previo;UsFederationare very much higher, than the exports from,

the 10 majo; 'exporters of ihe West, due to the faot that cons'Ld.er-ab.l e

imports'we:re'obtained from South Afd?a.

Table II.1 (1 )""sunc,: 'irizes;tl1e data,optained from the ESE :tor' the

East Africa~ S~b-r~gion relative to Electrical Machinery, Apparatus

and Appliances, arid Table 11.1 (6) summarizes the de.ta relative to

Machinery other than Elec'tric for, the same Sub-region." They give the

average yearly value" over'the ;,/e",",s 1957 to 1960. Starting With

Ethiopia, E8:s+,'Africa;, the Rhodesias and Nyasaland and Madagas?ar (for
, ,

which dei;ails are'-given ,for the exports from the 10 major exporting

count;i~s'6fthe West) columns "A",rsive s'.lOll exports Lnrva'Iue and/or

percentages; columns "B" give the imports as indica+,edby the, national

statistics or the "A" value plus an a.t Lowance to cover freig:l;t;, and

insurance, wjlic!:lever isths"greater;-,riththe sub-division mad.e in the

pr-opor-t a ons ofthe,pe,rcentagesiir columns' "A". In the' case' of' the

Rhodesias and Nyasaland thehluesof h;;orts as .indi;atedby the

countries f.o.b.'ilimila:rly :i.ncreased to give tb,e value c.i;f. Sub

totala1 give the totals fo': the 8 countries so .oovered •

." ·
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Next come the_countries for which exports from the ,10 major exporters

of the West are given in totals only, namely Somalia, Mauritius and

,Reunion. The ','B'\'iralues are s:Lrriiiarly obtained and are subdivided in

the proportions of the percentages of the "B" values under Sub-total 1.

"1I!'l"fj" - A Sub-total 2 is obtained by tho!> addition of the imports into these 3

e,j'· ,"'-- ~6untries to SUb-total 1.

For French Somaliland, Burundi and Rwanda, for which no fi~es

have been given, the total values of imports c.i.f. are estimated (at

$ 2.4 million). .within the approtimation adopted in the last column

for the total imports into the Sub-region, this figurec~n'varyfrom

$ 1.9 to 2.8 million. The total "B4" values are subdivided in the

proportions of .the percentages of the "B" values under Sub-total 1.

Tables 11.1 (2) to n.1 (4) and 11.1 (7) to IIo1 (9) give the data

relative to "Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances" and to

"Machinery other than Electric" in the North, Hest and Central African

Sub-regions respectively. The data are processed along similar lines

to those adopted for Tables 11.1 (1) and IIo1 (6).

Tables 11.1 (5) and 11.1 (10) summarize respectively the c.i.f.

values of imports of "Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances"

arid of "T~achinery other than Electric" in the four Sub-regions and in

the Whole-Region., Imports into South Africa, Angola and !([ozambique are

also given in these tables, for comparison.

11.2 Data obtained from the Countries of the Region

In April 1965 a questionnaire waS circulated to the countries of
, "

the Region requesting information relative to engineering products

divided into 4 main divisionsl

1.' 'Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances

2. Structural Engineering and Metal Products'

3. Machinery other than Electrical

4. Transport'Equipment.

r.
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For simplicity the questionnaire was prepared for the general case,

of a country having some local production to suppl~ment imports, with
... ."- .

its fabtci:riesworking at more or less full output. Cases where oonsid-

erable spare capacity exist were to be indicated by giving percentage

plant utilization, on a weighted average for the individual plants. In

cases where there was production for export, the amount exported was

to be given to enable working out consumption. Countries which found

it necessary to adopt somewhat different forms of reporting were requested

to do so.

The questionnaire requested detailed information by commodity groups

under each of the four main divisions given above. The countries were

requssted to give:.

(i) Average values of imports per annum in the last three years

for which information is available, indicating whether they

represent normal years;

(ii) Local production, giving manufacture, assembly and maintenance

and repair work separately - .and showing exports, if any, and

percentage plant utilization;

(iii) Estimated consumption (order o~ magnitude) in 1970 and 1975.

By mid-August, at which time PART II of the paper was completed,

replies to the questionnaire had been received from 24 countries only.

The data given is summarized in Tables 11.2 (1) to :1.2 (8) for imports

and in Tables 11.3 (1) to 11.3 (10) for looal production.

for

for

All reporting countries gave

three years (1960-62, 1961-63

one year only (1963 or 1964).

data on imports, some giving averages

or 1962-64) while others gave data

No abnormalli ties were reported.

Production figures were given by only 17 countries,·12 ·giving details

of their local production under the 4 main divisions, 2 giving global

values of their production and three indicating that they have no local

production of engineering commodities to speak of; The UAR also gave

estimates of production in 1970 and 1975. Tables 11.3 (5) and 11.3 (10)

give the total values of local production of engineering commodities in

reporting countries as well as the per capita local production.
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II.3 Imports of Engineering Commodities into the Countries of the

Region for the 'period 1956-1963

In order to attempt projections of demand for engineering commodities

in the countries of the Region an effort has been made to obtain consump

tion figures from the year 1950 up to date so as to have a long enough

period on which to base projections. However, the following factors

have seriously affected the collection of data:

1. Most ccuntries of the Region have recently attained their independence,

and are stil~buildingup their statistical administrations and organiz

ing their statistical work;

2. Little information is available prior to 1956 andthe period for

which it has been possible to" obtain a reasonable amount of data is

limited to the years 1956 to 1963;

3. The data available is not put in standardized form and is not given

in sufficient detail to enable assessment of demand except for major

commodity groups;

4. In the years in question some countries were grouped to~ether

and statistical data given for the group, e.g. Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania

under East Africa, and Malawi, Zambia and Rhodesia under the Federation

of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland in the East African Sub-region.

, When attempting to project demand for electrical c omn.od.Lties in

the East African Sub-region serious difficulties were encountered as

will be mentioned in Chapter III. The effort was not repeated for

the other divisions of engineering industries. However, data oollected

has been summarized in Table II.4 (1), giving imports of Electrical

Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances into the Countries of the East

African Sub~region, and in Tables 1 to 4 of the Addendum giving imports

of Engineering Commodities into the East, North, West and Central

African SUb-regions and Table 5 for all four Sub-regions together. '

...,
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!indings and Recommendations of Previous Surveys and Studies

1. In the period August 1963 to January 1964 three ECA Missions visited

the West and East African Sub~regions and Algeria, Libya, Morocco and

Tunisia, with the objective of assessing possibilities of industrial

development over the next decade or so, primary emphasis being made on

projects serving more than one country. The findings and recommendations

of these three Missions, as far as engineering industries are concerned,

are summarized in Appendix I (PART III of the paper).

2•. In April and May of 1965 an ECA Missionvisited the Central African

Sub-region with similar objeotives, but of much wider scope. The

findinge and recommendations of this Mission concerning engineering

industries are summarized in Appendix II.

). In 1965 studies of Engineering Industries in the East African Sub

region were. made and the findings presented in two papers to the

.Conference on the Harmonization of Industrial Development Programmes

in East.Africa held at Lusaka in the last quarter of 1965 (Document

E/m •14/I'lffi/89 "Electroteclmical Engineering Industries in the East

African Sup-region" and Document E/m •14/nrn!9o "The Development of

R~gineering Inustries in East Africa - Mechanical Engineering'. These

findin6s are .summarized in AppendiX III and Table 11.5.
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CRAFTER III

mMJlJlD FOR ENGINEERING COM!lODITIES IN THE

COUNTRIES OF THE REGION

111.1 Assessment and Projection of Demand

As mentioned in Chapter II an attempt has been made to aSSeSS and

project demand for Electtical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances in

the East African Sub-region, on which more"information is available

than other divisioris of engineering industries or sub..,r!>~ons, and the

result was unsatisfactory." We shall summarize briefly the approach

.made and the difficulties encountered, since they are applicable to

other branches of engine, ring industries and to most countries of the

Region.

(i) Imports of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances

into the countries of the Sub-region were taken as indicative

of demand, except for Rhodesia which has a sizable local

production;

(ii) Theavailabiedata were insufficient to enable reasonably

accurate assessment and projection of demand. Consequently

only an order of magnitude was attempted;

(iii) In the case of Malawi, Zambia and Rhodesia, for which data

had been grouped together under the Federation of the Rhodesias

and Nyasaland, the years 1957 to 1961 witnessed the execution

of the Kariba HYdro-Electric Project which cost about US$ 200

million. This was reflected in the va'Iues- of imports in these

years, as can be seen from Table 11.4 (1). It has not been

possible to separate the effect of the implementation of this

project from. the demand figures which were co,nsiderably

swollen by its execution;

(iv) It was not possible to assess quantitatively the effect on

the demand resulting from the change of pattern of the economy

after independence;
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(v) Based on data available for 1956 to 1963 linear trendprojec

tions of demand were made. These are plotted in Figure 1

(Page 2 of PART II of the paper). It will be noted that

for the two major groups "Electric Power Machinery - ;SITC 722"

and "E'luipment for Distributing Electricity - oITC 723" the

projections show a d.ownward trend. This agr!,es with the fact

that the earlier years .o.fthe period of observation witnessed

the execution of the Kariba Hydro-Electric Project. With

the industrial development drive taking place in the recently

independent countries consumption of these two g~oups is bound

to take an upward trend. A downward trend is also seen in

the case of "Apparatus for Medical Purposes". ·Demand for

these depends on social developments which were evidently

slowed do,m during the transition period to independence and

have not picked up suffici~ntly yet.

The growth rates represented in Figure 1 were applied to

the demand indicated by the countries in t;Jeir replies to the

'luestionnaire to obtain projections of dem'nd in 1970 and

1975, and these were entered in Table III;

(Vi) Another approach to projection of demand was made, based on

possible correlation between Per Capita GDP anJ per Capita

Consumption. Some commodities showed reasonable correlation,

such as insulated cables for which the relationship is given

in Table 11.4 (2) and Figure 2. It >nll be noted that the

upper part of the curve, shown dotted, 'can orily bea' very

rough guide to a possible Per Capita GDP and Per Capita

Consumption relationship. And it is this dotted part of

the curve on which projeotions are based. Other commodities,

such as transformers, switchgear and rotating machinery did

. not show any correlation.

The graphs showing Per Capita G.D.P. and Per Capita

Consumption for the commodities showing reasonable correlation,

and the projeotions of population and of gross Domestic Product,

were utilized to make projections of demand in 1970 and 1975.

These were also entered in Table III;
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(vii) It will be Seen from Table III that projections of demand

based on linear trend of consumption over the .per-i cd 1956
to 1963 and those based on the relationship bet"reen Per

Capita GDF and Per Capita·Consumption agTee, more or

less, in some cases, but differ considerably and irregMlarly

in cthers.

The conclus on drawn was that the two sets of projections

can only give very rough orders of magnitude, and that e~ually,
acceptablil 'gMesstimates' can probably t8 obtained by multi-

plying the average annual consumption over the period 1957-
1960 for the commodities. for which the demand is not likely

to increase rapidly by 1.5 and 2 to obtain the demand in

1970 and 1975 respectively. For commodities for which the

demand increases rapidly, the multipliers suggested were 2.2

and 3.

The questionnaire requested the countries to give estimates

of consumption in 1970 and 1975. Of the countries of the East

African SUb-region only Rhodesia and Mauritius gave $uch

estimates. Rhodesia based p.roj.ections on a growth rate of

5% per annum. Mauritius gave estimates of consumption generally

showing a much lower growth rate.

111.2 Estimation of Future Demand for Engineerinl'" Commod.ities

The data requested in the ~uestionnaire circulated to the c~untries

of the Region in April 1965 was intended to give a good picture of existing

demand for individual commodity groups in the 4 main di,visions of Engineer

ingCommodities. However, up to mid-August, 1965, replies to the

questionnaire giving such data were received frcm 24 cou~tries only, and

the information so obtained is given in Table 11.2 (1) to 11.2 (8).

Replies were received from all 6 countries of the North African SUb-region,

11 out of 14 couhtries in the East African Sub-regions, 6 out of 14

countries in the Yest Afrioan Sub-region and only one out of 6 in the

Central African Sub-region.
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Other available data on demand are those provided by the Economic

Commis8ion for Europe for most countries of the Region relative to

imports of Electrical ~!achinery and of Machi.nery other than Electrical

in taB period 1957-60 and given in Tables 11.1 (1) to'11.1 (10).

The following table gives the average annual values of imp?rts into

reporting countrie8 over the period 1957-60 obtained from the data

provided 'by the ECE, and the value of iElports in, 1963 or 1964 give:1 cy

theso ,cpuntri.8s, for Electrical Machinery, Apnaratus and AppI iances as well

2»0 !hchinery Non-Electrical'

COU:'ltql'
:31ect_ M~chinel'Y,

Appar-a tlL'3 i'~., Ap pLiances=._-----,._-_...._---
Machin8ry

!Ii'll:-_Electri c2.L
k".Ul,al

Average
1957-60

----'------,----
"'71'''' •.t'...."C ru. 0 ro.a
,'3 amalia
r:cnya"
UC2nda
Tr.nzania

r·~al~vl'i

Zc.:r!lbia

l\:ul J. gasy
:!Iauritius
Re:J..nion

Frer'.c-l.l Somaliland
Burund.i
Rwand a

Morocco
Alg9J:'ia
Tunisia
Li bya
UAR
Sudan
Nigeria
Togo
Ghana.
:Dahomey
Liber-La
Gambia
Chad'

~
)

<
)

)
)
)

2,300
600

14,700

41,300

5,000
3,700
1,000

)
2,400 )

)

14,600
51,,100
6,100

,5,600
26,300

4,800
'18,300

800
8,600
; l\""

2,300
400...

~-963 or Annu a.L 1963
1964 Lv-erage or

1957-60 1964---_.,-- .._"--,,_._----_._-_ ..~.-~
",300 5,300 8,400
1,300 2,600 700
8,400 ) 27,000
4;100 ' ) 25,900 2,700
~., 000 ) 8,600

)
9,300 ) 69,300 16,900

iJ,300 ) 41',400

4.800 9,400 5,800
L~., 000 4,~00 6,300 .

3,100 ...
, ,
I )

5(,0 ) 4 l 0 0 U ) 900
) )

18,900 32,300 33,600
68,200 107,100 111,500
10,600 13,600 17,200
16,4.00 19,300 38,300
3CJ,700 73,900 59,600
11 ,000 13,100 ,22,800
23,600 37,800 41,800

1,200 1,700 4,300
18~600 23,000 23,200

1,COO ..... ~ 100
3,700 9,500 26,600

600 400 500... 600
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The following will be noted'

1. That, as previously stated, figures for Malai, Zambia and

Rhodesia show the effect of the execution of the KaribaHydro-ElectriG

Project in the years 1957-60.

2. Imports into Algeria remained at a high level throughout, mainly

due to the execution of projects connected with the recently discovered

coil wealth. ,Libya was similarly affected.

3. Imports into the UAR of Machinery other than Electrical over the

period 1962/64 averaged about 20% less than they were over the period

1957-60, as a result of increased local production.

4. With the exceptions mentioned in 1 and 3 above imports have

increased in practically all cases between 1957/60 and 1963/64, but

the percentage increase varies considerably from one country to the

other. It also differs between Electrical Machinery and Machinery Non

Electrical for the same country.

These findings strengthen the conclusion previously reached, that

on the basis of the data available it is not possible to estimate with

a reasonable degree of accuracy future demand for engineering commodities

in the countries of the Region.

A possible course to follow is to adopt the proposal cited under

111.1 para (vii) above in relation to 'guesstimates' of consumption in

1970 and 1975 of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Appliances in the

East African Sub-region to the other 3 Sub-regions, applying the same

multipliers therein sug,:.,ested to the average consumptions over the period

1957-60 given in Tables 11.1 (2) to 11.1 (4). A similar approach can

be made for estimating consumption in 1970 and 1975 of Machinery other

than Electrical for all four sub-regions, by applying appropriate

multipliers to the avera;.e 1957-60 consumptions given in Tables 11.1

(6) toII,1 (9).

For Structural 1hgineering and. Metal Products as well as Transport

Equipment, the data on imports obtained in reply to the questionnaire

and given in Tables 11.2 (3), 11.2 (4), 11.2 (7) and 11.2 (8), when

completed after receipt Qf the remaining country replies,. can be used

,nth suitable multipliers.

. ,

. '
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CIDl.PTER IV

BASIC DATA ON ENGINEERTNG TNDUSTRIES

This Chapter covers miscellaneous basic data useful in the study

of engineering industries and in the choice of plants to be established.

for manufacturing engineering products.

IV.1 Data relative to production of electrical machinery in the

Uni ted Kingdom

Table IV.1 gives an analysis, by size of enterprise, of the produc

tion. of electrical machinery in the United Kingdom in 1958 for firms

employi~g25 or more persons, as obtained from the U.K. Board of Trade

Report on the Census of Pr9duction for 1958, Part 56. It can be seen

that the net output per person employed varies with the size of enter

prise. It has two peak values, at the sizes of enterprise employing

100 to 199 and 400 to 499 persons, for which net output per person

employed is $ 2,730 and $ 2,710 respectively. As the size increases

beyond 400-499, the output per person employed falls to $ 2,360 for

size 500-749, then rises continuously to reach $ 3,080 for enterprises

employing 7,500 persons and over.

Table IV.2 gives similar information for the caSe of insulated

wires and cables, obtained from Part 57 of the Report referred to abo~e.

It shows two pronounced peaks for the output per person employed,

$ 3,250 for enterprises employing 50 to 99 persons and $ 4,020 for those

employing 500 to 749 persons. Larger size enterprises have lower out

put per person employed.

The tables show that there can be more t'lan one economic size of

plant for an industrial enterprise, and that for some industries increase

in size beyond a certain point may reduce output per person employed.

IV.2 Data relative to manufacturing operations in Europe

Table IV.3 (1) gives basic information regarding minimum economic

sizes of plants for various. branches of electrotechnical engineering

industries, fixed capital requirements, labour force, floor area and

electricity consumption, based on average European conditions in 1965.
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Table IV.3 (2) gives similar information for various branches of engineer-

ing industries oth~r than electrotechnical.

Column 3 in each table gives the minimum economic capacity of plant

based on modern engineering practice ,in industrialized countries. For
.-... '" .•... ---"

the countries of Africa, smaller plants are likely to be viable, depend'-
, I

ing on the particular branch of industry, transport conditions and the

nature of the market. In the case of refrigerators and domestic washing

machines the minimum economic size of 20,000 to 25,000 pieces per annum

is intended to meet the severe competition in the European market.

Column 4 gives the maximum weight of piece to be lifted and this

is needed for the desiGn of buildings and lifting gear. Columns 5 and

6 give the fixed capital investment needed per unit of production per

annum and the percentage of this investment which goes into buildings.

Columns 7 and 8 g~ve the total working hours per ton of production

and the peroentage of this total which goes into machinery hours. Columns

9 and 10 give the output in tons per annum'per production workman and

the output per annum per s~uare metre of production area on the basis

of 2 shift operations. Column 11 gives the total floor area needed for

the shops and shop offices (apart from other buildings for offices,

stores etc.) related to the total labour force. Column 12 gives the

production workmen as a percentage of the total labour force, and

column 13 gives the production workmen as a percentage of the total

number of employees. The last column, 14, gives the electrical energy

consumption per ton of production.

The fixed capital investment is given for plants installed in

Europe. For the African Region addition of transport costs and

custom duties and increased erection costs result in capital re~uirements

being about 5010 higher.

IV.3 Data relative to engineering industries "i,th possibilities

for developing countries
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IV.3.1 USA Conditions, 1959!60

Table'IV.4 (1) gives data relative to some electrotechnical engineer

ing industries with possibilities for developing 'Countries, and Table

IV.4 (3) gives data relative to some such engineering industries other

than electrotechnical. The data are based on USA small industry situation

in 1959/60 as given in the Industry Fact Sheets published by the Depart

ment ~f' State, Agency for International Development, Washington. They

should be adapted realistically to suit individual couhtries, particularly

as regards labour requirements, costs and inventories of' raw materials

and spares to be carried. The plants described are relatively small in

their size by USA standard.s, but may be considered medium scale in some

developing countries. They offer possibilities for local investment

even where the capital market is still in the early stages of development,

and for building up "needed technical skills, creation of channels of

distribution, saving of foreign exchange and gaining experience in manage

ment essential to broad-based economic growth.

Referring: to the tables~ column 1 gives the S.l.C. number of the

Branch Industry given under column 2, for reference purposes. Column

3 gives the annual production capaca to' of the plant relative to which

the data a~e given, on a one shift basis. After a period of operation

on such;l!I·basis ii may be found advisable to run two shifts per day if

the market can absorb the increased output, in order to reduce costs.

Columns 4 to 8 giVB the capital re~uirements. .Column 4, fixed

capital, covers the cost of land, buildings and equipment, furniture

and :fixtures. Column 5 givesthe working capital, which represents

the initial. payment that must be made before receipts from sales start

to come in, for direct materials, direct labour, manu:facturing overheads

(supplies, fuel, water, truck operating costs if any, and indirect labour),

'adminis.trative costs. (interes,t"insurance,legalcharges and audit

charges), contin.gencies, .sajss costs .(salescommisaion'e, freight out,, .
travel and advertisement) and labour training,' ,
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In most cases the allowance for direct m;;:terials,'direct labour
, , 11..: ,.';..':' , ,; _ . ',i ,", . ~

and manufacturingo'lerheadis fixed at 60 days on the assumption tl+at

30 days will be needed to build up an -Lnvarrt or-y of finished pr-oduct-s

and another 30 days will be allowed for collection of accounts. Deviations

occur, depend.ing on the time required to get delivery of materials and

other factors. The allowance for, admini"ltrative costs,contingencies

and sales costs i8 based on 30 days in general, since most of these will

not begin until sales have started, and time is usually allowed before

payment becomes due. For training cos t.s an estimate is made of the,

amount of labour time that will be non-productive or only partially

product i.ve , wastage of materials and non-productive use of Hems coming

under manufacturing overhead. Variations in the allowances undar this

heading arise from variations in the training time needed. In some cases

the work is of such a character that no allowance for training costs is

needed (USA conditions).

Direct materials are the materials that go directly into the finished

products and eitheI' cOltsti tute, a part of such products, or are necessary

for combining or containing the constituent parts. Supplies are the

materials necessary foI' the maintenance and running of the machinery and

equipment and for the performance of, administrative and clerical operations.

As far as electric power i" concerned,a few industries must' have

their own generating facilities as a stand-by in oase of P?wer failure,

e.g. where continuous furnace operations are called for and where serious

loss of materials or damage to equipment would result from a failure to

maintain heating operations,.,Insuch cases the cost of the generating

plant is included under· equipJientin the fixed capital requirements

(Column 4).

Where an ind:u.stry needs t~ansp'o~t facili ties of its own, the capital

cost is included in the fixed capital and·the annual rvnning cost is

included under manufacturing overheads.

As regard,s manpower , this is calculated on the basis of one'shift'

operation. Where it is desirable to work more than one shift in order

to make be.ter use of the scarce investment funds, it will be necess~ry

to increase the number of employees accordingly.
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Depreciation has been calculated on the basis of the following

life periods'

Buildings

Equipment, furniture and fixtures

Dies

Tools

Trucks

Column 6, total capital, is the sum of the fixed

working capital. It is to be noted ,that financing of

of capital will be on different bases.

Column 7, foreign currency component of total capital, is take~

as the cost of equipment, furniture and fixtures plus the component of

working capital covering direct materials and supplies not locally

available. Column 8 gives the remainder of the total capital.

Column 9, direct labour, covers the labour used directly in the

manufacturing process itself. Column 10, the indirect labour, oovers

managerial, clerical and other labour not directly attributable to the

manufacturing process, such as janitorial, maintenance and book-keeping

personnel. Column 11 gives the total number of employees needed.

Column 12 gives the fixed capital investment per employee (Column

4 divided by Column 11) arid Column 13 gives the annual gros£ sales

revenue. Column 14 gives the total 'annual costs, including depreciation.

The gross annual profit is given in Column 15, and as percentages

of total capital and of gross sales in Columns 16 and 17 respectively.

Column 18 gives the annual foreign currency requirements. These

are taken as the cost of direct materials and supplies not locally

available, plus a~ instalment to cover the foreign currency component

of capital cost, as'sumed equal to 1[flo of this cost on the average. In

the first years of operation additional foreign currency will be needed

for expatriate management 'and other supervisory and technical staff.

Column 19 gives the annual foreign currency saving, which is taken as

the annual gross sales revenue assumed to be equal to the c.i.f. cost

of the product minus the annual foreign currency requirements~.
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Column 20 gives the Value Added per annum. It is taken as the

value of production or the gross sales revenue minus the value of

material inputs. It includes the depreciation allowances. The Value

Added is given as a percantage of gross sales revenue in Column 21.

The last coluITill, 22, gives the Capital Output Ratio, or the ratio

of total capital (Column 6) to the Value Added (Column 20).

IV.3.2 . Change to conditions in Africa, 1965

To change from American conditions in 1959/1960 to conditions in

Africa in 1965 a number of factors must be taken into acount, and these

vary from one African country to another. However, an average case is

taken to produce Tables IV.4 (2) and 11.4 (4), along the following

lines'

Land Considering that the cost of land is only a small percentage of

total expe~diture, and in view of the fact that land for industrial

purposes is scarce in Africa and therefore more expensive than ordinary

land, the. figur.·.s given for American conditions are used. for Afri.can

condd.t i.ons • .;.

Buildings The average costs used for USA conditions are US$ 3.5 to

4 per square foot, and these can be adopted for the Region.

E9.uipment,furniture and fixtures

1. Taking into account the increase in prices from 1959/1960 to 1965

and the difference in prices between Europe and the USA, the 1965 f.o.b.

prices for Africa may be taken as the USA figures for 1959/1960 increased

by 5% •
2. Add 12% to the f.o.b. prices to obtain average c.i.f. prices for

the Region.

3. Inland Transport

(i) The weie,ht of machinery and equipment may roughly.be estimated

on the basis of a price of US$ 1.0 per kilogramme;

(ii) Inland transport costs vary from one country to another. An
approXimate average of say US$ 20 per ton may be adopted,

(iii) 1m addHion of 1% ad ';'alorem should be made for inland

insuran-ce.

~\
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...,.1.
Taking these factors in consideration, an addition of 3%

made to the G.Lf. value fcr inland transport.

4. Add 10% to meet increased erection costs.

can be

The cost of machinery and equipment .should therefore be increased by

30% Over the USA figures.

Manpower

1. Indirect labour

(i) Manager will be an expatriate for the first few years in

most instances, costing about 30 to 40% more than the USA

figure. lie will have an understudy who will ta!l:e over from

him within a few year-s , but in the meantime this '""ill increase

management costs. When the expatriate is no longer needed,

costs will be nearly half the USA figure as long as there is

scarcity of the higher level manpower in the developing country.

For simplicity of calculation, the USA figures may be used

as average over the next decade in the case of an a~e~ag~,

African country;

(ii) Office staff

Numbers to be doubled, for lack

pay perman would be about 30%

until education is more general

about 60% the USA costs;

of mechanization,etc.,but"

of the corresponding USA gigure

in Africa, so costs would be

(iii) Maintenance staff

Expatriates will be needed for some time in IIlost African countries,

but local staff can take over in a shorter period than in the

case of the manager. Pay of the locals would be about 30% of

the corresponding USA figure until the available local personnel

are in much greater numbers. With the number of African

maintenance staff about double the USA figures, the costs w~uld

be about 60% the USA costs.

2. Direct Labour

(i) For' skilled workers the same number of operators would be

needed, but costs would be.half the USA costs. PrOduction

would be lower on non-repetitive work;
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,

Thus the cost would be

the number of operators would be

getting about 25% to 30% of the

number.

(ii) For semi-skilled workers,

increased 50 to 60%, each
, ,

USA pay for his opposite

about 40% the USA cost;

(iii) For unskilled workers, the numbers should be trebled, each

getting one-tenth the pay of the USA unskilled ,worker, and

so costs would be three-tenths of the USA costs.

Direct Materials and Supplies

Add ,about 15% to cover the freight and insurance costs of ~aterials

not locally available.

Power, Fuel and Water

For simplicity, double the USA costs.

Own Transport

'Capital cost is included in the cost of equipment and dealt with

accordingly.' Annual operating and maintenance costs would be double

the U'3A figures.

Depreciatioft
,

Altpough the life years taken as basis for the USA figures of oo~t

are low by non-American standards, yet in view of the less capable

,~andling and maintenance, and considering that the depreciation is not too

large an item of oosts relatively in, most cases, the USA figures may

be taken for simplicity.

Administrative Costs

The USA figures may be taken for simplicity;'

,Sales Expehses

Considering the large amount of advertisement normal in USA practice

on the oneh~nd, and in view of the lack of sales facilities in most

Afrioancbuntries on the other hand, the costs in Africa may be taken

as 50% the USA costs.

\'larking Capital

In the USA figures allowance for direct material is fixed at 30
or 60 days. In African conditions, materials not locally available take

considerable time for delivery, and the allowance should be on the basis

of 3 to .4.mGnths. Direct labour, manufacturing ov'rheads and'other
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components of working capital may be taken on the basis of 2 months except

for training costs which may·be taken as two to three times the USA

figures.

Annual Sales Revenue

Landed costs in the Region in 1965 would, on the average, be about

1~ higher than the USA figures for 1959/1960, ·but this may be balanced

by lower· output. However, sales revenues depend on the pOlicies of the

governments as regards industrialization, pricing and the assistance or

protection given to Lndue.tr-y , It would be safe to assume that an industry

would;l;le .started if it oan meet landed costs, and the USA figures may be.

taken ~or the annual sales revenue.

IV.3.3 Materials, Supplies, Electricity, Fuel and Water needed for

the Eng~neering Industries covered in Tables IV.4 (1) to IV.4 (4)

The annual requirements of materials, supplies, electricity, fuel

and water needed by the industrial plants with possibilities for develop~

ing countries covered in Tables IV.4 (1) to IV'4 (4) in order to meet

the production figures given in these tables are given in detail in

Annexes I and II.
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CHAPTER V

OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS MJD RECOlilllnJDATIONS

.,
•

~,
V.1. Foreword

As stated in Chapter I, the objective of this study was to investi

gate the possibilities of developing engineering industries in the

countries of the African Region. As a first step to"ards this objective

an effort was made to survey existing engineering industrie" in the$,e

countries, to assess their present demand for engineering commodities'

and to forecast their future demand. It was also necessary to form a

general idea of the countries of the Region in certain respects "hich

affect their economic and industrial development and in particular the

possibili ty of establishing engineering industries in them.
,

CHAPTER I enumerates the countries under consideration and touches

very briefly upon] their gross domestic product, manpower situation and

means of transport-all of which are factors which greatly affect their
•industrial growth.

The data which it has been possible to obtain is given in CHAPTER

II, in the corresponding tables in PART II and the ADDENDUM and in the

Appendices in P~~F III. These summarize'-

1. The information provided by the ECE on imports of Electrical

Machinerr, Apparatus and Appliances and of Machinery other

than Elelctrical into the countries of the Region in the period

1957-60.

2. The data on imports and local production in recent years of

Electrical Machinery, Apparatus and Ap~liances, Structural

Engineering and Metal Products, Machinery other than Electrical

and TranFPort Equipment received from reporting countries of

the Region up to Mid August 1965 in reply to the questionnaire

circulated to them in April 1965.

3. The findings and recommendations of the ECA Survey Missions

to the four sub-regions and of recent studies of engineering

industries in the East African SUb-region.
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CHAPTER III summarizLs· an effort mado to assese present demand in

the countries of the. Region for engineering cornmodities and to forecast

future demand.

V.2 Observations on the available data and Conolusions

drawn from them

Examination of the available data, supplemented by ob~ervations

made during short visits paid to. eight· of the more industrially advanced

countries of the Region !keveal the following'-

1. The data available on local production of. engineering commodities

in the countries of the Region, a starting point in a study of

the development of engineering industries in them, is inadequate

in the case of most oountries. Only a few of them have carried

out a recent Census of Industrial Production, and published

information does not give sufficient detail regarding individual

or closely allied groups of engineering commodities. The

attempt to obtain detailed information on local production by

means cf the questionnaire circulated tc the countries of the

Regicn did not produce the required results. This is under

standable, for considerable effort and time are needed to make

a detailed inventory of industrial establishment for so deserving

a branch of industry as engineering industries. However, the

response is encouraging, and it is hoped that the effort will

be followed up to enable detailed inventories of engineering

industries in the countries of the Region to he prepared.

2. The data available on imports, though much more than that

available on local prcduction, is likewise inadequate, and does

not enable assessment of existing demand with ~easonable accuracy

or forecasting an order of magnitude of future demand en an

acceptable basis.

In order to fcrmulate prcposals for the establishment of specific

plants in certain countries or areas of the Region for the production

of engineering commodities it is necessary to have detailed knowledge

of existing local production of individual or closely allied groups

11 Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, Rhodesia, Ghana, Nigeria and the
United Arab Republic.
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of enginee~ing commodities and reasonably reliable estimates of future

demand. In the absence of such knowledge, 'Ie shall first give a summary

account of the structure of existing engineering industries in the

countries of the Re€;ion end the factors, inhibiting their growth .., 'This

'Nill be followed by some concluding remarks and recommendations.

V.3 Structure of the Existing Lhgineering Industries in the

Region

The follo,nng remarks give a general idea of the structure and state

of engineering industries in the Region g';"

1,' The countries of t he Region are at different degre,es of develop

ment E\S far as industry in generE\l, anclengineering industries

in particular, are concerned. They follow the normal pattern

af development of eLgineering industri~s~ and can be· subdivided

into three groups representing the successive stE\ges of develop

ment,

(i) Countries with no engineering production to speak of, or

with engineering production restricted to repairs and

simple metal manufactures. This group comprises most

countries of the Region, and includes (E\mong reporting

countries) such large countries in terms of area and

population as EthiopiE\ andthe SUdan, each of which has

a total GDP on the comparatively higher side for the

countries of the Region.

(ii) An intermediate group of countries with engineering

production at an initial stage, with structural engineering

and metal products and repair E\nd perhaps assembly of

transport equipment forming most of their ,engineering

pr-oduc t i.on ,

(iii) A very few countries ,nth already developed E\nd diversi

fied engiLeering production.

•
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2. Engineering industries in most countries of the Region are heavily

dependent on imported raw mate~ials and semi~manufactures. In

a number of cases factories are completely shut down or production

curtailed due to lack or shortage of supply, particularly when

foreign exchange difficulties are experienced.

3. These industries are also heavily dependent on expatriate manage

ment, technicians, foremen and supervisors, and this increases

the costs of production.

4. The motor vehicle work which is done locally and whichaccQunts

for a considerable proportion of engineer output in many

countries of the Region is mostly repair work in small ill-fitted

shops, or assembly and body building in moderate size instal

lations many of which are agent controlled.

5. Alt ough some of the plants installed are quite up-to-date,

they are the exemption and stand like something transplanted

into the African Region, remaining in isolation from the majority

of the factories whose equipment and layout leave much to be

desired in the way of modernization and improvement.

6. Many of the enterprises work one shift only, with consequent

high overhead costs.

7. Import substitution which has taken place has sometimes been

achieved behind high tariff barriers which have fostered non

competitive industry.

8. Existing production of engineering commodities meets only a

small fraction of demand even in the most industrialized countries

of the Region.

V.4. Factors Inhibiting the Growth of Engineering Industries in

the Region

The development of engineering industries in the countries of the

Region is inhibited by the following factors which also affect other

branohes of industry in varying degTees'
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t, Manpower

One of the greatest impediments to rapid industrial growth in

general is the deficiency in high and intermediate level man

power suoh as entrepreneurs, managers, .technologists,

sup.ervisors ,foremen and even skilled workers. This affects

engineering industries more than many other branches of

industry. since they need a greater proportion of such high

level manpower in relation to total employment.

2. Size and Nature of the Market

Most countries of the Region have a limited pcpulation in a

large territory or a small population in a small territory,

,nth very low per capita incomes and a predominant traditional

subsistence sector with low productivity, resu~ting in very
.'

limited national markets. The countries are heavily dependent

on exports of primary commodities to unstable world markets,

and fluctuations in world prices accentuate the smallness of

the markets. A further handicap is the inadequate expensive

transport and the high cost of distribution. Since engineering

industries have .to create markets for their products, they are

affected !IIore thaI). other branches of industry and tend to develop

around centres of population.

3. Raw Materials and Other Inputs

The economies of most countries of the Region having been based

on the extraction andeA~ort of their natural resources and

importation of manufactured goods, the majority of engineering

industries established in the Region depend on imports of raw

materials and semi-manufactures, as already remarked, and this

raises production costs. Large inventories have to be kept in

stock ewing to distance from supply centres, increasing costs

still further.

Another adverse factor is motive power • Tnstalled capacity

of generating stations is very small indeed in most countries

of the Region, even those with considerable hydro-electric

r
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potential, and transmission and distribution networks are of rather

limited extent. As a result industry either generates its own

motive power or purchases it at high cost.

4~~iversity of Engineering Commodities in use'in the Countries

of the Region

The countries of the Region depend on imports for meeting most

of their requirements of engineering commodities. Unregulated

imports and intense competition from large manufacturers supply

ing world markets have resulted in a very large variety of types

and sizes of engineering goods being in use in anyone African

Country, in spite of its limited needs. The excessively numerous

types of tractors in use in the common market of Kenya, Uganda,

and Tanzania, is a case in point. Another obvious case is the

large number of makes and types of motor vechicles to be seen

in any country of the Region. This makes it necessary to carry

a large inventory of spare parts for maintenance and repair work

and to train personnel in operating and repairing the various

types in use. It also makes it more difficult to manufacture

spare parts locally.

5. Competition from Imports

Engineering commodities are produced on massive scales by inter

national enterprises that have long held the market in most

countries of the Region. Many of these commodities are high

value articles which can bear high transport costs, and foreign

products can therefore compete with local production, particularly

in its first stages, making it difficult for the industry to be

established without eubsidy or protection. Another factor

favouring.imported products is their high quality as compared

wi th local production. In the case. of electrical goods this

brings into the picture additional considerations of safety.'

Concluding Remarks and Recommendations
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V.5.1. The Place of Engineering Industries in Economic and

Industrial DevelopmeJ)t

1. The main criteria in comparing the various branches o£ industry

from the point of view of the national economy are based or related to

the impact on the resources to be devoted to investment, on foreign
,

exchange expenditure andearn~ngs and on available manpower, In'thes,e

respects'

(i) The capital/output ratio of the average engineering ind~stry

is near the average of total manufacturing, being lower than

that of metal producing or chemical industries 'and higher

than that of most light industries.

(ii) The foreign exchange effect depends largely on the proportion

of domestic inputs (raw materials, intermediate products and

labour) to total value. This favours resource oriented

engineering industries such as thos~·based on copper for

Zambia, Aluminium for Ghana and non-ferrous metals for Congo

(D.R.). It also suggests that advanced engineering industries

needing semi-manufactures and high skills be left to a later

stage of industrial development.

(iii) Engineering industries are labour intensive compared 1dth the

average manufacturing industries in terms of capital/labour

ratio, output/labour ratio and thesh'ire"of, labour costs in '

total costs. This advantage for developing countries is

counterbalanced by the high re~uirements of skills needed 'in

the labour force. However, while engineering industries

utilize an important portion of the ~ualified and trained

personnel, they also generate skills and have a strong impact

on the level of technological development in industry.

2. In the industrial development of developed and semideveloped countries

a number of industrial pillars are recognizable, such as iron and steel,

textiles, chemicals and petroc}cemicals 'and the engineering indust'fies.

Together with chemical industries the' engineering industries are the

most dynamic among all manufacturing industrial branches, not only in

',,,

J'
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volume of production but also in scientific and tecbnological. develop

ment. Some of the pillar industries lend them.selves more easily to

defini te suggestion of size, location etc. such as iron and steel.

Other do not,like textiles and the engineering industries.

Developing countries must, therefore, give the establishment and

development of engineering industries due importance in their efforts

for development. Their existing engineering industries are insignificant

in relation to what they should aim at, and they should ben~fit by the

experiences of other countries tha.t have made progress in the development

of their engineering industries, specially those whose circumstances

have been similar to their own, suoh as the Romanian People's Republio

and the United Arab Republic.

3. Another point to consider is the two way relationship between

engineering industries and various branches of the sconomy., Development

of agricUlture, transportation, building construction, mining and genera

tion of electricity all give an impetus to.. the establishment of engineering

industries. In their turn, these industries, once established, are a

great asset to further development of those branches of the economy. In

the case of building construction the reciprocal beneficial effect is

increased by the fact that 30 to 40 per cent of fixed capital needed

for most branches of engineering industries goes into buildings.

4. In view of the importance of the engineering industries and their

complexity, their development cannot be approached lightly. It is for

these reasons that this paper does not recommend specific plants for

establishment in definite location, and contents itself with general

data and recommendations which it is hoped will be of some use to the

majority of the countries of the Region in their efforts tc develop

their engineering industries.

V.5.2. Remedying of Factors Inhibiting the Growth of

Engineering Inclustries in the Region

The development of engineering industries in the countries of the

Region calls for ths remedying of the factors inhibiting their growth,

of which we spoke in section V.4.
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V.5.2.1. Manpower Development

The first step to be. taken regarding manpower develop~ent is to

make a manpower survey to assess the ~ailable manpower resources at

the different levels and to estimate future needs in the light of the

proposed development of the economy of the country. To meet these needs

it will be necessary to speed up education and r~model its pattern, to

expand secondary education as a base for providing high levef.professionals

and technologists, and to increase the numbers of technical schools as'

a step towards meeting the needs for skilled workers, foremen, and super

visors. For the lower levels training schemes should be provided in

large measure, and governments should insist on in-training schemes

within industry and even provide incentives to encourage training of

workers in greater numbers than are needed by the particular enterprise

undertaking such training.

V.5.2.2. Development of Material Inputs.

1. The Re"rion of Africa is well endowed with mineral resources, but

these have not been sufficiently investigated or developed to meet

the needs of an expanding engineering industry. Mining operations are

export oriented in almost all the countries of the Region.

Geological surveys should be intensified to enable rapid assess

ment of available mineral wealth. The production of metals should be

established to provide a material base for engineering industries, and

rolling mills installed to supply the semi-finished products such as

bars, sheets and sections. It is t~ be noted that production of metals

and semi-finished products should be established in the countries .where

the raw materials are found, and. that in spite of the fact that

technological advance now makes possible economically smallsr scale

production at lower capital cost than before, the minimuQ economic size

of plant is still beyond the needs of the national markets of practically. .
"all the countries of the Region; "
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2. Some engineering industries need items such as ball bearings and

electric motors and at present these have to be imported. An effort

should be made to produce such items in the more industrially advanced

countries of the Region.

3. Finally we come to motive power. The search for coal deposits and

petroleum r'lserves and investigation of the considerable hydro-electric

potential in some countries of the Region should be vigorously proceeded

with. Available resources should be developed rapidly and generation

and distribution of electric energy given due priority.

V.5.2.3. Regional Co-operation.to overcome Market Limitation

The small size of the national market in most countries of the

Region does not create sufficient demand to justify local production of

most engineering· commodi t i.es , particularly the more advanced .ones , A

solution to this problem is to be f'ound in regional co-operation. An

example of such co-operation is that of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, who

have agreed to maintain the common market approach to industrial develop

ment. The Kampala Agreement, by virtue of which tho three countries

have each been allotted industries to be established in it for supplying

the needs of the whole of the Common Market, is worth the time and efforts

spent in making it and offers an example to be followed by other countries

of the Regi on.

In the poorer and less industrially developed countries there will

be few immediate opportuniti~s for sub-regional industries and the indus

tries to ·be prooeeded with will be those designed to serve domestic

markets. But generally the ;dde range of engineering industries will

enable each member of a group of co-operating countries to be allotted

industries for which it is most suited. The more industrially advanced

countries can be charged with the establishment of the more complex

engineering industries on a sub-regional or regional basis.

In this respect one "ord of warning is 'noces8ary,;, Rogional CO""·

operation must be approached with great care. Each country must feel

that its interests are fUlly appreciated and that it has been given a

fair deal. Once an agreement is reached, all the countries involved

must abide by its terms very strictly •
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V.5.2.4. Sioandardization

The large variety of types and sizes of engineering goods in use

in anyone African country is a definite drawback in many respects, and

the situation must be corrected. Turkey adopted such a measure when

it reduced the 158 types of tractors which were in use in the country

to 9 types only, ,dth considerable benefit to the economy.

The countries of the Region should establish agreed essential

industrial standards applicable to the manufactured goods exchanged.

They :,::,-~_-,-_; '2.(~ - ,_r~~:~.,'d ~_ :::':' c.:"~_.mer:Jj ens I specifications of ~at_eri'ais, ,designs

machinory and equipment, voltages and frequency. As far as final

products ar'3 concerned there should be CG few types as possible 'd thin

each category of product. There should also be minimum quality standards,

preferably based on existing international standards.

Standardization can take the form of in-plant standardization,

special induetry-wide standardization, national standardization and

x-eg'ional standardization. All these forms have scale increasing effects.

The first reduces the variety of similar parts and components .~thin

one plant; the second has the same effect ,nthin a whole industry; and

the third reduces d.Lversity of final products. Due to the larg'8 number

and variety 0= perts and components utilized in machine buildings,

industry-v:i.d;J sta.ndardization has the most important impact on the

economies of Gcale of the industry as a whole.

Thd need to standardize is more urgent when it concerns precision

parts which must be interchangeable and therefore demand specific

equipment, tools and jibS, such as brake drums, motor parts and axles.

The incidence of amortization of equLpraerrt on cost price is such that

multiplying production 10 times can lower the cost price by 40 to 50

psr cent.

v;-5,3, Prospects of Developinf( ,;ngineering Industries in the

Countries of the African Region.

1~ .Although the &vailable data on demand for engineering commodities

in the countries of the Region is incomplete, yet it shows' that demand

•

•
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is of considerable size, as can be seen from the following table '.hich

summarizes data on imports detailed in Tables II 1 (1) to II 1 (10) and

II 2 (1) to II 2 (8)

Annual imports into the Sub-regions
in Million US Dollars

East Central West North Total

1957-60 average for'

Electrical Machinery.
Apparatus and Applia
n c as

Machinery Non-Electric

1963.,.64

Electrical Machinery
Apparatus and Appliances

Machinery Non-Electric

Structural Engineering
and Metal Products

Transport E~uipment.

71.0

134.0

·54.0

119.0

44.0

134.5

18.0 41·0 112.0 248.0

46.5 105·5 259·5 546.0

of which 11
into Algeria

... ... 155.5 68.0

••• ... 283.0 111,.5

... ... 445·0 381.5

... ... 330.0 143·5

There is considerable scope for import substitution in a rapidly

developing market, in. all four divisions of engineering industries. It

is to be noted, however, that given the material base, only about 70
to 80 per cent of imports of consumption goods are likely to be replaced

by local produc t i.on in the next .dec~de, due to lack Of technical

knowledge and labour and management skills and on account of market

limitations. As far as capital goods are concerned, only about 20
to JO'per cent of imports are likely to be replaced by' local production

by 1915, for the same reasons.

1/ The high imports into Algeria in 1963/64 .,ere mainly due to the
·execution of projects connected with the recently discovered oil
wealth.
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1. Metal products of uncomplicated design and needing sirr.ple .pr-oduc

tion processes are technically and economically feasible to produce with

a relatively small output. The high cost of transport of articles

fabricated mainly from sheets and sections as compared ,nth the cost of

transport of the raw materials gives local production of such articles

a valuable cost advantage. For these reasons import substitution of

engineering commodities should start with such articles as cans, tins,

-druffis8.hddoor and Windo~ r;ames. Import substitution of8.rticl.eslike

domestic refrigerators comes at a later phase of industrial develop

ment, and of capital goods only when engineering industries have reached

-'1relativel"' developed stage.

"2". Manufacturing of engineering commodities comprises the whol"e':r·a;nge

of industry in term of size. There are opportunities for small, medium

and large-scale industry to suit countries at different levels of

industrial development. The small and medium scale industries have an

important role to play· in the industrial development of any country.

They are usually a good starting point in countries where l~rge scale

engineering industries will be few, if any, for some time to come, and

the small establishments of today grow to become the l~;rgG onea of

tomorro,[. They are Labour- intensive as opposed to ·the larger capital

intensive plants, an important point for most African countries with

their wido8pread unemployment and under-employment. Their small size

does not m~an that they are second-rate or backward industries.

Small scale industrial concern'! can. operate with lower· costs and

produce better and. more uniform quaLi ty art.icles than handicraft indus

tries.. By virtue of the better quality of their product s they can

capture markets in which the products of cottage industries ~re un

acceptable, and their competition lnth handicraft industries in. markets

to which transport and distribucion costs are no,t pr-ohi b.i t Lve will have

a beneficial effect on these industries, because' they "ill hav:e to

improve the quality of their products to hold their share of the market.

•
•
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3. There is opportunity in almost every country Jf the Region for the

manufacture of a wide range of engineering and metal products which can

be readily manufactured given the material base, such as door and .window

fr&mes, beds, cans, tins,drums, tanks, metal furniture, iron products,

kitchen utensils, wire products, some agricnltnrccl i~?lements, stoves,

ligl,t structures and bodies for motor vehicles. Products which can be

produced on an assembly or partial assembly basis include bicycles,

sewing machines,and electrical goods such as switchgear, transformers,

radios and domestic electrical appliances.

4. Another starting point is repair work of imported machinery and

transport equipment, which is necessary from the earliest stages of

development. The railway repair shops are usually the largest engineer

ing establishments in countries at the threshold of industrial deveLOp

ment, and motor vehicle repair shops among tho Esst numerous. But the

former should be utilized to give opportunities of training workers in

greater numbers than required for their own needs, and the latter should

be modernized and provided with the necessary equipment to improve the

quality of their work and reduce its cost.

5. In almost every country of the Region there are substantial imports. . .

of motor vehicles &nd transport equipment, and many countries go into

the production of such goods. It should be noted, however, that aesembly

of motor vehicles on the basis of imported components is of little value

to the economy. The Value Added is a very small component of total cost,

and such an industry will create a constant demand on foreign exchange.

The task should be to set up local factories capable of producing· moat

of the components. It should also be noted that considerable reduc~ion

in the oost of produotion can be achieved by increasing the scale of

output. With small output the specialization of workers on one or a

limite~ number of operations is impossible, time is lost .changing frPm

one operation to another as the vehicle proceeds down the assembly line

and tools have to be continually change~. With larger output this can

be avoi~ed and productivity increased. Besides, the cost of specific

tools requirad·can be spread and fixed coats lowered.
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6. In most African countries considerable expansion of textile indus

tries is contemplated. A recent study of these industries in the East

African Sub-region estimated. the value of textile machinery to be

installed in the SUb-region by 1975 to be about US $ 200 million. The

production of such machinery is relatively simple and not too precise.

'It'should be possible to establish in the more industrially developed

countries of the Region factories for producing cotton conditioning

machinery,spinning machinery and looms, automatic and semi-automatic.

About three-quarters of the machinery is iron oastings.

7. The manufacture of spare parts is a good possibility in many countries.

J[otor vehicle spares immediately come to mind. Wear and tear of process

ing machinery is rapid and there is continuo~s and considerable need for

certain spare parts. In textile macr.inery the spindles have to be

changed every about 2,000 hours.

8. In machine bUilding in general, some of the special equipment needed,

e.g. machine tools producing larGe and heavy parts, are never fUlly

utilized when operating for one factory only. This equipment is' often

very expensive to purchase and takos highly skilled workers to operate.

Co-operation of different factories through a system of sub-contraoting

will ensure effective utilization of such plant faoilities and skills.

9. Engineering industries need good foundries and ',ell equipped f'orges

for SUPplying cast iron, steel and non-ferrous castings as well as forged

parts. The casting and forging techniques must be well advanced,

foundries mechanized and forging shops well equipped for die forging

and hot stamping to supply high quality semi-finished products. , Such

foundries and for~ng shops require considerable investments and the

amount of work naeded to make therE economically feasible is much more

than the requirements of a single factory. It is therefore necessary

to concentrate on a few of them serving a large number of factories.

10. The more complex engineering products require advancod technical

lm01<ledge and long experience to enable manufacture of a high quality

low cost article. Their production in industrially advanced countries is

•
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entrusted to highIyexperi~h~;;Cl'persorinel and: backed by r-esear-ch,

experimentati'onand prototype work involving very large' expenditure.

A good r.pproach to the 'p:r:o'duction of Such complex articles is co

operation 'dth some producers' in indtist'rially advanced countries, who

would provide know-how ,,,nil. train personnel.

.:. i

.. '",-
, ,:r:n transferring, technology an effort should be made to adapt

prod~c~'design Sricl~idd'Ci'ction methods to local conditions. Mixed

technclogy 'lill generallygive good results. This requires the USe of

advanced, machinery only for those operations 'whichdetermi'ne, t'he

compeii,tive quaLa ty of the product. All other opcr-a.t i one should preferably
" " , ' .

be in 'the form, of cheap hand operation.

11. Increase of the scale of production is the most Lmporvt arrt means,'

of increasing productivity and reducing ccsts. The economies ,of ,scale

do not result ~ainly from an increase ,in the volume of production if

this is achieved by a proportionate increase, in the diversity of ,produc

tion, though s~veral overhead costs will thereby be decreased. Economies

of spaleresult 'much mor-eTrom aS,hift f'r om indiVidual to serial produc-'

tion,by'the increase cf seriaHty and by a shift from ,ser'ial to mass

prcduction.> Thi,] means an increase of identical or similar items produced

or operation~ performed at a time on the same machine or equipment, with

the,]'ame tools or instruments, according to the same design.

Scale of production can be ,increased through standardization, co

operation between different factories and concentration on the, production

of widely utili z,ed parts.

12. Developing countries with their limited financial resources would'

be well advised to consider the us e of s econd-ehand equipment for, the,

establishment Of, .s ome engiilee,r:i,ng industries. ,Second-hand reconditiop,ed

equipment in good condi tiolL is ava i LabLe at reasonable ccs.t, 1,t is

generally more labour inteneive than modern eQuipment, this being the

main reason >Thy the 'use of most secqnd-hand squ.i.pmerrt has b e en dis.

continued. It is usually of smaller size than neW equipment and there

fore suits most countries of the l;legion better. And it does not

rAnuir p qS lonE q r~Tio~ of a~ortization as new equipment.
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13. The pr-oduc t i on of engirii3ering commodities in ,most countries of the

Region is 'practically all destined for local consumption. A few Af'r-Lcan

countries produce for local markets with a comparatively limited share

of production for exports to neighbouring oountries in the Region.

Zxports to countries outside the Region are few in numbers and small

in proportion to total production1/ . This state of affairs is likely

to continue for some time in the case of the majority of the countries

of the Region, whos e efforts will at first be directed towards local

production for import substitution with .exports to neighbouring countries

accelerated by regional co-ordination and allocation of industries to

countries most ,suited for them. In view of the severe international

competition in engineering commodities and the various factors affect

ing their manufacture ,only the few most industrially advanced c oun t r-Les

of the Region are likely to succeed in captur-Lng markets outsicle the

Region. In this respect it should be noted that b eei.dee manufacturing

to international standards and at competitive costs,.it will be

necessary to establish marketing facilities and to pay attention to

other forms of export promotion.

14. The establishment of new industrial enterprises will cover new

engineering products not previously manufactured as well as products

already being produced. In either case they have an impact on existing

industries, which are generally chcracterized by low productivity and

relatively inferior product quality.. The existing engineering industries

should be mod.ernized end expanded. Some should be refitted with nev

eCluipmentjl while others s houLc. undergo complete conversion.. Factories

utilized to partial capaclty should be fUlly utilized, and those operating

on a one shift basis should be operated two shifts when market conditions

permit, and eventually three shifts~

15. The foregoing recommendations will, it is hoped, help the less

industrially developed countries of the Region in their efforts to

develop local production cf engineering commodities. The .engineering

1/ Exports of radio sets from Rhodesia are an exception.

'.
..,
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industries mentioned are but a few that come to mind from the large list

of industries that may be e~tablished. It is assumed that eaoh oountry

will make detailed pre-investment and feasibility studies to test the

Viability of individual projects and set their priorities before

implementation, whether for the national market or for an area or a

sub-regional or regional market in agreement with other countries.

To assist these countries in such an effort data are given in CHAPTER

IV section 2 and Tables IV 3 (1) and IV 3 (2) relative to minimum

economic sizes of plants, fixed capital requirements, labour force,

floor area and eleotricity consumption for various engineering indus

tries which may be considered for implementation, mostly on an area

basis covering moro than one oountry. In'section 3, Tables IV 4 (1)

to IV 4 (4) and annexes 1 and 2 data are givon relative to engineering

industries with possibilities for the developing countries of the

African Region, mostly for national markets.




